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R
oland has, in recent years, begun
to delve deeper into the world of
professional audio and video

under the RSS and Edirol brands,
respectively. The company has
achieved considerable penetra-
tion in the house-of-worship mar-
ket with the Edirol video products,
and is poised to make great strides in
various audio markets with the RSS M-
400 V-Mixer, introduced last year.

The M-400 is a digital mixing console
that uses Roland’s REAC (Roland Ether-
net Audio Communication) protocol to
interface with its existing line of digital
audio snakes via Category 5e Ethernet
cable, making a number of input/output
configurations possible. The console it-
self has eight local XLR inputs and out-
puts. A left and right RCA pair of inputs,
also local, is provided for a stereo play-
back source. Two-channel digital out-
puts are provided in both optical
TOSLINK and S/PDIF formats.

Though the I/O count is expandable
to as many as 90 inputs and 58 assigna-
ble outputs, the two most common
snake configurations include the flagship
S-4000S3208 and the S-1608. The S-
4000 snake system is in a rackmount
chassis and comes standard with 32 in-
puts and eight outputs, all on field-re-
placeable 4-channel modules. A main
and backup Neutrik Ethercon connector
provide for fault-tolerant redundant com-
munication with the M-400. Digital
AES/EBU 4-channel input and output
cards are available for the S-4000, and
can be slaved to an external clock source
via BNC word clock interface without af-
fecting the clocking of the rest of the
snake and the console.

The S-1608 snake is a fixed-frame
chassis with 16 XLR mic inputs and eight
XLR outputs, and a single Ethercon con-
nector (no data redundancy), and though
rackmountable, is presented more as a
stage box in the Roland literature. Both
snakes interface with the M-400 mixer in
plug-and-play fashion, making setup a
breeze. The console and snakes can be
configured with a sample rate of 44.1K

or
48K
via the
console’s sys-
tem setup
screen. The REAC protocol allows for a
maximum cable length of 100 meters
(roughly 300 feet). For users requiring
larger snake lengths, a fiber converter
can be used.

The console itself has 48 input chan-
nels (reflected across two layers of 24
faders), which can be configured to derive
signal from any combination of local or
remote inputs, as well as the internal ef-
fects returns and USB key playback. A
third fader layer provides master level con-
trols for the 16 auxiliary busses and the
eight DCAs (the digital equivalent of VCA
groups) or eight matrices. The fourth fad-
er layer allows all 24 faders to be assigned
to any input, output, matrix or DCA fader.
The V1.5 software update adds eight ma-
trices to the output section, and opens up
a number of new possible methods for in-
terfacing the system with personal mixing
platforms.

The console layout is highly intuitive,
and almost all of the critical functions can
be accessed with a maximum of one to
two button presses. The selected channel
section is very straightforward. Local and
remote preamps are fully recallable and
are adjusted via a head amp gain encoder
knob in the selected channel section. An
attenuation adjustment is also present to
provide the user with some gain compen-
sation in systems where the digital split
capability is being employed. (The inputs
from one snake can be distributed to
multiple consoles either by daisy-chaining

through the split
port, or by way of a standard

gigabit Ethernet switch.)
Four-band EQ (center bands fully

parametric with high and low shelving) is
available on every input channel and out-
put bus. A filter, (configurable as high-
pass, notch, band pass, or low pass) is
additionally provided on each input. The
console has 24 compressors and gates,
assignable to any of the 48 channels,
provided the user is running the most re-
cent software revision (v1.5). An internal
effects rack is provided with four dual-
mono effects processors and four chan-
nels of 31-band graphic EQ (assignable to
the fader bank).

Patching is intuitive and efficient. A
USB key can be used for scene storage,
security and audio record/playback. The

talkback interface is very functionally laid
out, and a sine wave and noise generator
are provided. PC-based remote-control
software is provided free of charge. The
computer interface is via USB.

Roland/RSS additionally offers a Cake-
walk Sonar package whereby multitrack
recording is possible through the REAC
protocol. Signal delivery is accomplished

by way of gigabit Ethernet, and up to
40 tracks can be recorded.

In my opinion, the most
impressive characteristic of the
M-400, aside from the ease of

setup and operation, is the
sound quality. I received a call for a small
gig the day after I took shipment of the
console for evaluation. In familiarizing
myself with the interface, I had set up a
typical festival input list and recalled
channel presets from the factory memory
bank. I had very little time for setup at
the gig. Given the circumstances, I just
used the channels I had already config-
ured. During the short soundcheck, I
pushed up faders and found the mix to
be very much in the ballpark. With just a
few adjustments, I was hearing a level of
sound quality that I did not expect out of
any digital console under around
$40,000. The low-frequency content
sounded warm, and the HF information
sounded smooth and clear.

Subsequent uses confirmed my favor-
able sonic impressions and increased fa-
miliarity with the M-400’s operation gave
me an even greater appreciation of its

functionality and capabilities. The con-
sole was demo’d for a church whose
upgrade I’m designing and installing,
and made a good impression—it was
spec’d for the new system.

I have two small caveats with the
console, though neither would be con-
sidered deal breakers. First, the sends on
fader mode are not accessible in the
user fader layer. Second, there are no fil-
ters (aside from the 4-band EQ) available
on any of the output master screens.
Hopefully, one or both of these will be
addressed in a future software revision.

The console is, however, very func-
tional and represents an outstanding
value as-is. Overall, I am very im-
pressed with the M-400, and fully ex-
pect that it will become standard fare
in a number of market segments.
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Product information
RSS Standard V-Mixing System
(Console + 2 S-1608): $11,995
RSS Expanded V-Mixing System
(Console + S-3208 + S-1608):
$15,495
RSS M-400 Digital Mixing Console:
$8,995
RSS S-4000 1608 Digital Snake
Stage Unit: $1,495
RSS S-4000 3208 Digital Snake Mod-
ular Rack Unit: $5,195
RSS by Roland
www.rssamerica.com
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